The Gallery of Casa del Agua in Jeju Island was demolished by Jeju local government on March 6 in the last year. In the meanwhile, a lot of people including the architectural field had denied the demolition. Regardless of sustained efforts in order that the building could be preserved as a work, Jeju government ended up with demolishing the gallery. The Gallery of Casa del Agua was a temporary building constructed as a model house of Casa del Agua. As the remaining period of the temporary building had passed, it was on the verge of demolition by Jeju government. Casa del Agua is 'dwelling of water' in Korean, and the building was the last posthumous work of Mexican architect Ricardo Legorreta. Knowing from the expression of 'dwelling of water', this house is a dwelling work of him. Through this work, his architecture languages that he had pursued contained in dwelling could be looked into. This study examined the background and course of demolition of the Gallery of Casa del Agua, 'dwelling of water' and arranged problems in the course of demolition. Then, the fact that the Gallery of Casa del Agua as an architecture work of Ricardo Legorreta included his architecture languageswas analyzed. For this, his universalarchitecture languages were examined and how the architecture languages were applied to the Gallery of Casa del Agua was analyzed. As a result, it could be known that languages of composition and languages of emotion consistently shown in his works were represented in the Gallery of Casa del Agua.
-Use stucco as the material for outer wall.
-Express the water feelings by expressing water space and water feeling.
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-Create romantic atmosphere composing of the wall, the roof and pergola painted with different colors. -Create active water space with a space composition technique.
-Express the architecture with the composite of consecutive wall.
-Use the blue color in the space intending to express the space with water and the water feeling. -Express the water feelings by expressing water space and water feeling. -Cross the light and the shadow using a louver. -Use the blue color in the space intending to express the space with water and the water feeling. -Express the water feelings by expressing water space and water feeling.
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-Create romantic atmosphere composing of the wall, the roof and pergola painted with different colors. -Use dynamic colors and the natural light speculatively.
-Express the architecture with the composite of consecutive wall. -Sensual wall has more meaning over its original encompassing function. -Strong-tint colors of purple, yellow and pink contrasting with warm base color emphasizes on the effect pulling the window ahead or backward.
-Use the pink color in the place entering a little light because only one side is opened. -Create stable feeling through a space's segment and limitation. -Cross the light and the shadow using a louver. -Actively use the natural lighting inside, so express the nature's feelings.
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-Closed outer light and inner full of openness.
-Use dynamic colors and the natural light speculatively.
-Strong-tint colors of purple, yellow and pink contrasting with warm base color emphasizes on the effect pulling the window ahead or backward.
-Cross the light and the shadow using a louver.
-Actively use the natural lighting inside, so express the nature's feelings. -With the combination of creative patterns and louver, express the space's mutual intrusion and overlap.
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-Express the feeling of light and colors through functional lighting and the light's reflection. -Use the blue color in the space intending to express the space with water and the water feeling. -Express the water feelings by expressing water space and water feeling. 
